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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents the proposal of the methodology for the development of realistic P-Q capability chart at point of common coupling of photovoltaic power plant,
comprised of multiple inverter units and connected to medium voltage grid. Theoretical equations for the contribution to the total active and reactive power of the
plant are derived for all plant components: inverters, low voltage cables, transformers, medium voltage cables and auxiliary consumption. It is concluded that
equations for total active and reactive power are dependable on only two changing variables: voltage and momentary generation power of inverters. Equations for
maximum and minimum values for total active and reactive power are further derived when known maximum and minimum values of changing variables are entered
to equations, and these are presented on graph diagram as curves. Area in P-Q diagram within such calculated border curves is area of possible power plant operation
points at the point of common coupling. Such representation model of this type of plant has not been proposed before. The proposed methodology has been applied to
the case study plant and its operation P-Q diagram is constructed Measurements conducted on this case study plant are compared with calculated values for necessary
corrections to the model.

1. Introduction

With photovoltaic (PV) plants of today, inverter units form integral
part of plant and serve as interface between direct current (DC) pho-
tovoltaic circuits and alternate current (AC) grid or autonomous sys-
tems to which these plants are connected. Therefore, lot of research was
conducted in development of modern inverters for solar power appli-
cations [1,2]. Different converter topologies are being developed [3] for
grid-tied inverters for photovoltaic systems. There are many operator
requirements needed to be fulfilled by inverters (e.g. islanding detec-
tion), and with higher penetration of PV generation in distribution grids
these problems grow, which leads to further development and research
of advanced inverter technologies [4]. Recent researches recognize the
effects of possible reactive power injection to grid by inverters [5], or
other benefits which may be brought to grid operation related to re-
spective possible advances in inverter capabilities for control techni-
ques [6], which can lead to providing ancillary services to the operator
[7–9]. Voltage regulation in low voltage networks by using a combined
PV and storage system is described in [10]. The topic of the capability
curve analysis for inverters with emphasize on photovoltaic generation
systems has also been investigated [11]. But most available researches
and tests are based on a single inverter unit [12].

However, all medium and large sized photovoltaic plants today
include multiple inverter units. Such multi-inverter photovoltaic plants
are, as a rule, due to their size, connected to medium voltage (MV) grid,

and with growing size of these plants, connection to high voltage (HV)
grids is also considered in some cases. These plants have very specific
configuration, with multiple sources connected to AC low voltage side,
but with the plant connection to grid done through unit transformer(s)
onto MV side where the point of common coupling (PCC) to the grid is
established. There are two types, one with few centralised inverters of
large power rating and another with many inverter units of smaller
power ratings [13]. The practical experience has shown that the latter
are preferred by investors [14]. Such power plant is usually connected
to the existing MV feeder. The connection is made through two objects:
power plant substation and distribution network operator’s (DNO)
connection substation [15]. The PCC of the plant to operator's electrical
grid is in DNO’s connection substation, in bay where the incoming cable
from the power plant substation is connected. Therefore, if the re-
presentative model of such plant is to be considered in single point, the
plant parameters would be given for the PCC. Model would have to
represent not only (multiple) inverters, but also all other elements of
which this plant is comprised of.

Although integration of the large PV plants to distribution grid is
research topic during last years, research of the modelling of these
plants for system studies is either focused on the modelling related to
intermittent source (sun radiation) and PV cell outputs [16,17] or in-
verters [18], which are considered to have dominant effect to the grid.
Some researchers have tackled also the capability chart topic, with
regards to the inverter capabilities [19], or issues with regards to
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reactive power capabilities of large-scale multi-inverter PVP [20]. This
topic is also of a great interest in the research of capabilities of com-
bined sources, such are PVP together with battery storage [21].

This paper is offering different approach and assessment of the
capability chart possibilities for the common large PV application,
considering all plant elements contribution. Paper presents the proposal
of the methodology for the development of realistic P-Q capability chart
at point of common coupling of photovoltaic power plant comprised of
multiple inverter units and connected to medium voltage grid, using
theoretical equations for the contribution to the total active and re-
active power of the plant which are derived for all plant components:
inverters, low voltage cables, transformers, medium voltage cables and
auxiliary consumption. The best of our knowledge, such representation
model of this type of plant has not yet been proposed in the literature.
Paper also includes the comparison of the model with real case mea-
surement and tackles the topic of possible ancillary services provided by
photovoltaic power plant.

2. Substitute model and P-Q capability chart

Principle scheme of multi-inverter solar photovoltaic plant con-
nected to MV grid is shown on Fig. 1. It is possible to create substitute
model for such plant, so that this model encompasses the complete
inner power plant grid with all the inverters, LV cables, transformer and
MV cable up to interface substation (PCC with the grid).

Substitute model of the power plant can be used to define the plant
at the PCC with two characteristic values: active (P) and reactive (Q)
power (delivered to or consumed from the grid).

Considering that power plant point of connection to grid is in DNO’s
interface transformer substation, in outgoing bay feeding the power
plant substation [15], such substitute model of distributed source at the
point of connection can be used to define “capability chart” of the
power plant, i.e. P-Q diagram showing area of possible operation
points. It is important to emphasize that inverters, as primary source in
this type of power plants, have adjustable power factor. Some manu-
facturers give the capability for production of active and reactive power
for its products by means of capability curves in P-Q diagram, as shown
on Fig. 2. Reactive power output of the inverter is regulated by shifting
the power factor angle. If the reactive power is increasing, due to the
limit of the inverter capacity, the maximum allowed active power is
decreasing.

3. Contribution of individual elements

Power generated by photovoltaic panels, transferred from DC to AC
voltage grid by inverters is major contributor to the value of active
power of the power plant. The other elements on the AC grid side
generate losses of it, due to dissipation on resistances of elements.

Total value of reactive power of the power plant is influenced by all
elements. Specific status for inverters must be considered (power factor
setting to 1 is most likely). The other elements are basically: power
transformer (contribution to inductive reactive power) and low voltage
and medium voltage cables (contribution to capacitive reactive power).

4. Active power (P) of the power plant at PCC

4.1. Inverters

In this type of plants inverters are “generators” of energy. DC part of
system in which the sources are PV cells is technology part and not of
interest in this research. On AC side, inverters deliver electrical power
to the grid and are considered as AC electrical energy sources. The
value of generated active power of inverter is given by:

=− − −P S φ·cosinv i inv i inv i (1)

where Pinv-i is active power of individual inverter, Sinv-i is apparent
power of individual inverter and cosφinv-i is power factor set in in-
dividual inverter. Total influence of all inverters to active power of the
power plant is:

∑=−
=

−P Pinv tot
i

n

inv i
1 (2)

where Pinv-tot is total generated active power of all inverters in given
moment. The highest total active power is equal to:

∑=− −
=

− −P Pinv tot max
i

n

inv i nom
1 (3)

where Pinv-tot-max is maximum possible total active power of all n in-
verters and Pinv-i-nom is rated active power of each inverter.

4.2. Low voltage cables

There is a dissipation of active power flowing through these cables
on cable resistances. The losses on individual cable are:
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where ΔPcab-i are active power losses on cable i (cable segment i), Rcab-i

Fig. 1. Principal diagram of photovoltaic power plant comprised of multiple
inverters connected to MV grid [22].

Fig. 2. Example of P-Q capability chart for inverter [23].
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is resistance of cable segment i, Icab-i is current through cable segment i,
Pcab-i is active power flow through cable segment i, V is phase voltage
(LV), k is portion of momentary active power in maximum total possible
active power (rated active power) and Pcab-i-nom is rated active power,
maximum possible power flow expected for particular cable segment.
Value of resistance of cable segment i can be determined from known
cable parameters:

=− − − −R R l·cab i spec cab i cab i (5)

where Rspec-cab-i is value of specific resistance of cable i (Ω/km) and Lcab-i
- length of cable segment i.

On individual low voltage cable, maximum expected active power
through cable (or segment) is maximum power of individual inverter
(first cable segment up to first switching board) or sum of maximum
power of several inverters connected to first switching board (on second
segment of cable, from first switching board to main switching board).
Formula is:

∑=− −
=

− −P Pcab i nom
i

n

inv i nom
1 (6)

in which n is number of inverters current of which can flow through
cable segment i. Total loss of active power on LV cables (ΔPcab-LV) is the
sum of losses on all individual cables:

∑=−
=

−P PΔ Δcab LV
i

n

cab i
1 (7)

4.3. Transformer

Power loss in transformer occurs due to transformer's core magne-
tization (losses in iron) and dissipation on resistances of transformer
windings (winding losses). It is determined by:

= + = +P P P k P PΔ Δ ·tr sc sc0
2

0 (8)

where ΔPtr are active power losses in transformer, ΔPsc are winding
losses, P0 are (rated) active power losses due to core magnetization
(open circuit losses), Psc are rated losses of active power in windings
(short circuit losses) and k is portion of momentary active power in
maximum total possible active power (rated transformer power). Rated
open circuit losses (P0) and rated short circuit losses (Psc) are para-
meters which are usually defined by transformer manufacturer and as
such are known input data for calculation of other values.

4.4. Medium voltage cable

Value of losses of active power on medium voltage cable can also be
calculated from relation (4). The relation becomes:
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where ΔPcab-MV are active power losses on cable, Rcab-MV is value of MV
cable resistance, Icab-MV is current through MV cable, V is phase voltage
(MV) and Pcab-MV-nom is maximum active power transfering through MV
cable.

4.5. Auxiliary (house) consumption

If there is any active power consumption within the power plant,
connected prior to the PCC with the grid (either to LV or MV side), total
active power of these consumers is considered as loss of power of the
power plant. This power (Phc) is characteristic of consumption and is
treated as defined input parameter when calculating the total active
power of the power plant. It should be noted that this power is not
constant.

4.6. Total active power of the power plant

To calculate the total active power of the power plant it is necessary
to summarize all previously described power and losses:

= − − − −− − −P P P P P PΔ Δ Δtot inv tot cab LV tr cab MV hc (10)

where Ptot is total power plant active power in point of connection to
operator MV grid in particular moment.

5. Reactive power (Q) of power plant at PCC

5.1. Inverters

Considering capabilities for generating the reactive power, there is a
wide diversity among different products (inverters). The best inverters
are capable to generate any reactive power (see Fig. 2), in accordance
with setting requirements for automatic power factor regulation. But, as
a rule, power plant investors/owners want to economically optimize
their production, which leads to setting of power factor to 1.

With some inverters there is a problem with power factor regulation
when no power is generated on the DC side. When so, there is no
current on the AC output side, and no regulation of power factor. The
output L-C filter is capacitive at nominal frequency, and during these
periods it dominates, which makes these inverters to become generators
of pure reactive power, in values of few percent of nominal inverter
power [24]. At photovoltaic power plants at which panels are con-
nected through inverters without galvanic isolation of DC and AC side,
parasitic impedances of PV panel cells are transferred to AC side
[25,26]. Depending on the size of PV field, this capacitive power can be
in values of few percent of the plant nominal power.

Depending on power factor set, reactive power generated by in-
verter changes. Value of inverter reactive power is:

=− − −Q S φ·sininv i inv i inv i (11)

where Qinv-i is reactive power of individual inverter, Sinv-i is apparent
power of individual inverter, sinφinv-i is sinus of power factor angle of
individual inverter. Therefore, total influence of all inverters to reactive
power plant power equals to:

∑=−
=

−Q Qinv
i

n

inv iΣ
1 (12)

where Qinv-Σ is sum of generated reactive power of all inverters in de-
fined moment.

With almost all single phase inverters without galvanic isolation
(without integrated transformer), half amplitude of grid voltage is
passing to DC side and coming to PV cells. In three phase inverters this
phenomenon is significantly suppressed [24]. With inverters which
have integrated transformers for galvanic isolation, transferred voltage
oscillates with amplitude of just few (2) Volts, changing constantly
charge of parasitic capacitances of PV cells. In this case resultant ca-
pacitive power is usually of neglective value. Capacitive current due to
parasitic capacitances of field of PV modules, according to [5], equals
to:

= =−I C Q
t

C π f V· Δ
Δ

·2· · ·inv par PV
PV

PV par (13)

where CPV is parasitic capacitance of PV modules, f is grid frequency
and Vpar is value of transferred AC voltage to DC side (ripple voltage).
Capacitance of PV modules is:

=C ε ε A
d

· ·PV r
PV

PV
0 (14)

where ε0=8.85 · 10-12 As/Vm is vacuum permittivity constant,
εr=(5–10) is relative glass permittivity constant, APV is photovoltaic
modules surface area and dPV is distance between condenser surfaces
(thickness of PV panels). Total capacitive reactive power of all inverters
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due to described phenomena is:

= =− −Q V I π V ε ε A
d

f V3· · 6 · · · · · ·inv par inv par r
PV

PV
par0 (15)

where Qinv-par is total capacitive power of all inverters due to parasitic
capacitances of PV modules and V is phase voltage.

5.1.1. Total reactive power generated by inverters
Total inverter reactive power (Qinv-tot) equals to sum of set value of

reactive power and parasitic capacitive power:

= +− − −Q Q Qinv tot inv inv parΣ (16)

When summing up the reactive powers it is necessary to pay at-
tention and use negative sign for inductive reactive power, and positive
sign for capacitive power. Eq. (16) is not valid for inverter during
“stand by” periods, when there is no input power and inverter is “dead”,
when output L-C filter generates capacitive reactive power at nominal
frequency.

5.2. Low voltage cables

Low voltage cables, when not loaded, have mild capacitive char-
acter. Only in case of very long lengths (large power plant surfaces) this
power can have significant values. Inductive component is dependant
on cable load. Value of cable reactive power can be assessed, using
cable catalogue data, from:

= − =
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I X π f V C l
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L l

3· 3· · 6· · · · ·
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cab i
C cab i

cab i L cab i cab i cab i

cab i
cab i cab i

2
2 2

2

2 (17)

where Qcab-i is reactive power of cable i, XC-cab-i is capacitive reactance
of cable i, XL-cab-i is inductive reactance of cable i, Icab-i is current
through cable i, Ccab-i is specific capacitance of cable i, Lcab-i is specific
inductance of cable i, lcab-i is length of cable i and Scab-i is power flowing
through cable i. For Scab-i the following relation is applicable:

=− − −S k S·cab i nom cab i (18)

where k is cable load factor - portion of power flowing in specific
moment in nominal power (maximum power through cable when there
is maximum generation from inverters) and Snom-cab-i is nominal power
(maximum power through cable when there is maximum generation
from inverters) of cable i. Total reactive power on low voltage cables is:

∑=−
=

−Q Qcab LV
i

n

cab i
1 (19)

5.3. Transformer

When not loaded, transformers are of inductive character, due to
core magnetizing, and as load of transformer gets larger, inductive re-
active power also gets larger, due to inductivity of transformer wind-
ings. Value of this reactive power is:

= + = + = − + −Q Q Q Q k Q i S P k u S PΔ Δ · ( · ) · ( · )tr sc sc n sc n sc0 0
2

0
2

0
2 2 2 2

(20)

where Qtr is transformer reactive power, Q0 is reactive power of non
loaded transformer, Qsc is reactive power dependable on transformer
load, k is transformer load factor - portion of load power in specific
moment in transformer nominal power, Sn is transformer nominal
power, i0 is open circuit current (%), usc is short circuit voltage (%), P0
are (nominal) losses of active power due to core magnetizing (active
power losses in open circuit) and Psc are nominal losses of active power
in windings (active power losses in open circuit). Data on i0, usc, P0 and
Psc are all declared by manufacturer.

5.4. Transformer inductivity compensation

If compensation batteries for transformer inductive losses are in-
stalled (usually in such cases they are not needed), the relation for
battery reactive power is:

= = =
−

Q V
X

V π f C π f U C3· 3· ·2· · · 6· · · ·batt
C batt

batt batt
2

2 2
(21)

where Qbatt is compensation battery reactive power, XC-batt is reactance
of capacitor and Cbatt is capacitor capacity.

5.5. Medium voltage cable

Medium voltage cables are of distinct capacitive character and in
cases of longer lengths (few hundred meters) became element with
major influence on reactive power at point of connection. Values are
calculated by modified Eq. (17), which becomes:

= −− − −
−

− −Q π f V C l π f
S

V
L l6· · · · · 6· · · · ·cab MV cab MV cab MV

cab MV
cab MV cab MV

2
2

2

(22)

where Qcab-MV is MV cable reactive power, Ccab-MV is specific capaci-
tance, Lcab-MV is specific inductance, lcab-MV is cable length and Scab-MV is
power flowing through cable.

5.6. Auxiliary (house) consumption

If there is any reactive power auxiliary consumption in the power
plant (Qhc) it should also be considered.

5.7. Total reactive power of the power plant

The total reactive power of the power plant is the sum of all pre-
viously described element powers with correct sign:

= ± ± − + ± ±− − −Q Q Q Q Q Q Qtot inv tot cab MV tr batt cab MV hc (23)

The following dependencies which influence the value of total re-
active power at PCC can be deducted from given equations: inductive
part of reactive power gets larger with the rise of momentary power, i.e.
generation of power plant, and capacitive part is larger when the grid
voltage gets larger. Also, considering that allowed (possible) changes of
frequency are very small, it can be assumed that frequency is constant.

6. Power plant capability chart in P-Q diagram

When the above equations are inserted to (10) and to (23), and with
known values for equipment characteristics, relations for Ptot and Qtot,
dependable on only two variables: voltage and momentary generation
power (generated from PV cells and transferred to grid through in-
verters), can be determined. As limit values of these two variables are
also known, formulas for curves of maximum and minimum values for
Ptot and Qtot can be calculated when maximum and minimum values of
changing variables are entered to equations. Area in P-Q diagram
bordered by calculated curves is area of possible operation points. This
area represents “capability chart” of photovoltaic power plant con-
nected to MV grid, at PCC [27]. Minimum and maximum values for
these two variables are known: possible (allowed) range of voltage
value in LV grid is from 0.9 Un to 1.1 Un [28]; and generation power
from technological side of power plant can vary from 0 up to maximum
nominal power of all inverters. Previously stated is applied to actual
case study PVP, for which P-Q diagram of possible operation points is
constructed following described procedure. Actual collected measure-
ment readings are used for model verifications.
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6.1. Application of proposed model to case study power plant

Solar PVP Kanfanar in Croatia, having rated power of 1MW
(999 kW installed PV panel power, 912 kW installed inverter power),
after its commissioning (March 2013) was the largest PV plant in
Croatia and first PV plant connected to MV grid of the electrical system
operator HEP-ODS. Since then few similar power plants have been
connected [16]. This power plant served as case study for this research.
Principle diagram is shown on Fig. 1. Power plant elements data [29]
are used for calculations in the following sections.

Total calculated active power of PVP Kanfanar at PCC is changing
from minimum −2.88 kW (when inverters do not produce power) to
maximum 898.04 kW. Active power relative range is from −0.31% to
98.47% of total inverter rated power. Total reactive power is changing
from capacitive 15.34 kVAcap during night work to inductive 33.56
kVAind at maximum possible power output. Relative range is from
−1.68% to 3.68% of rated power.

6.2. Capability chart construction in P-Q diagram

Equations given in Sections 4 and 5 are used for construction of
(border) curves in P-Q diagram for PVP Kanfanar. As first iteration,
capability chart for theoretical capabilities of power plant is drawn. It is
defined by equipment (inverter) constraints and by characteristics of
other elements which form power plant.

Inverters in PVP Kanfanar have capabilities of setting the power
factor value to cosφ=0.75–1 ind./cap. which is considered for theo-
retical capability chart construction. The curve of “minimum active
power” (curve pmin on Fig. 3) is curve of all pairs of values (Ptot, Qtot)
with condition that inverters do not deliver energy to the grid (Pinv-
tot=0= const.). Variable is only voltage, with its constraint from op-
erator side [30], and it changes from U=0.9·Un to U=1.1·Un. The
curve of “maximum reactive power” (or maximum capacitive reactive
power, curve qmax on Fig. 3) connects all points which are pairs of
values (Ptot, Qtot) under condition that grid voltage is maximal allowed
(U=1.1·Un= const.) and that the power factor set in inverters is
minimum capacitive (in PVP Kanfanar it is cosφ=0.75cap). Variable is
inverter power, from Sinv-tot=0 to Sinv-tot= Sinv-tot-max= 912 kVA. The
curve of “maximum active power” (curve pmax on Fig. 3) connects all
points which are pairs of values (Ptot, Qtot) under condition that in-
verters deliver maximum active power with all possible power factor
settings (cosφ=0.75cap-0.75ind). Other condition is that grid voltage
is maximal (U=1.1·Un= const.) when inverters operate in capacitive
regime, and is minimal (U=0.9·Un= const.) when inverters operate in
inductive regime. The curve of “minimum reactive power” (or

maximum inductive reactive power, curve qmin on Fig. 3) connects all
points which are pairs of values (Ptot, Qtot) under condition that grid
voltage is minimal allowed (U=0.9·Un= const.) and that the power
factor set in inverters is minimal inductive (in study case of PVP Kan-
fanar it is cosφ=0.75ind). Changing variable is inverter power, from
Sinv-tot= Sinv-tot-max= 912 kVA to Sinv-tot=0.

P-Q diagram (capability chart) with described border curves is
drawn on Fig. 3. Figure shows theoretical capability chart for case study
plant PVP Kanfanar. Actually, in real operation of this power plant (this
type of power plants), once set power factor is constant and does not
change. It is pragmatically to accept this fact and try to construct
capability chart which would be more correct and would encompass
operation area which is realistic in real-life operation. To construct it,
power factor for inverters is considered constant, in case of PVP Kan-
fanar being set to cosφ=1. Such power factor is expected for all power
plants of this type, as in such way also the potential revenue is max-
imized, which is main consideration for investors in this kind of power
plants.

Fig. 4 shows realistic capability chart for PVP Kanfanar constructed
from calculations, with magnified reactive power axis in comparison to
Fig. 3. Inverters’ power factor setting of cosφ=1 cause dislocation of
“maximum reactive power” and “minimum reactive power” curves
compared to theoretically possible. From comparison of the Figs. 4 and
3 it can be seen how much smaller is area of possible operation points
(Ptot, Qtot) on realistic capability chart. “Tooth” part of the “minimum
active power” curve is caused by reactive power on inverters output
filter when inverters are in “stand-by” regime.

7. Measurements on case study power plant

The capability chart model is compared to measurements in real
operation to verify correctness. During the PVP Kanfanar test operation,
measurements were taken which are used for this study. Total period of
measurements was 11 days (from 15.2.2013 till 26.2.2013). Curves of
active and reactive power for this period are given on Fig. 5, and are
drawn from 10-min measurement values of average power at PCC to
MV grid. In graphical representation, positive active power (P) means
delivering energy to grid, positive reactive power (Q) means capacitive
power of power plant. Measurements were taken on 20 kV busbar at
PCC of PVP Kanfanar, by measurement device from measurement
winding of voltage transformer and protection core of current trans-
former, which could have introduced certain error to taken measure-
ments. When all measured operating points (pairs of values Ptot, Qtot) of
the power plant generation graph from Fig. 5 are shown in coordinate
system with P and Q axis (P-Q diagram), the outcome is P-Q diagramFig. 3. PVP Kanfanar theoretical capability chart in P-Q diagram.

Fig. 4. PVP Kanfanar realistic capability chart in P-Q diagram.
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with drawn trajectory of operating points for PVP Kanfanar during
measurement period, as shown on Fig. 6, where the same is also
overlapped with constructed capability chart of the PVP from Fig. 4.

Overlaid diagrams show similarity, but the dislocation of theoretical
capability chart from measured values in middle part of constructed
curves can be noticed.

8. Analysis of measured values and calculated curves and
capability chart correction

Few conclusions can be drawn by analysing noticed deviations be-
tween measured trajectories and theoretical capability chart.

First conclusion is related to dislocation of the operation points
movement trajectory in lower part of the graph (looking like a “tooth”
of the graph), origin of which is the start of active power generation of
the inverters, when inverters “wake up”, or when they move from
“stand by” regime to active production regime. In the moment when
there is DC power available at inverter input (coming from DC side),
inverter turns on and in this period output L-C filter does not feed re-
active power into grid, which results with step change of output op-
eration point to point with lower capacitive power [25]. Only with next
stage when they start to feed active power to AC grid, there is also the
effect of delivering additional capacitive power due to transfer of
parasitic PV panel capacitances to AC side. Unsynchronized switching
of large number of inverters (76 in studied case), during a period of few

minutes, makes angle rise of the trajectory to the operating point
having larger capacitive power, at which point all inverters are turned
on to normal regime. When constructing the capability chart, this
phenomenon can be encompassed by extension of the “minimum active
power” curve to inductive area.

Second conclusion is related to inverter power factor setting, which,
although deemed “fixed”, is not firm, and is regulated by closed loop
regulation within inverter itself. It can therefore be assumed that set
power factor has deviation range. Allowance for power factor deviation,
for set value of cosφ=1, is considered in range of cosφ=0.9995cap to
cosφ=0.9995ind (it is realistic expectation due to regulation loop).
Inductive power factor than moves “minimum reactive power” curve
more to inductive side.

Fig. 7 shows constructed capability chart, corrected for above no-
ticed deviations, overlapped with measured trajectory of operation
points. Capability chart constructed in this way encompasses vast ma-
jority of measured operating points. Small share which is not within
drawn area is out due to unsynchronized switching of inverters from
“stand by” to operation regime.

Deviations may also be caused by lower precision of measurements
or for the reason that measured data are averaged power values and not
momentary values. On high levels of power generation of PVP, mea-
sured operation points are further away from border values, as self-
regulation of inverter power factor is being more precise for higher
power values. Fig. 7 shows also curve of “expected” trajectory of op-
eration points, for fixed power factor cosφ=1 and for nominal voltage
(curve marked with “pf1,Un”). Measured operation points do not follow
the curves (which are second order), their rise trend is more linear.
Reason for it is influence of the PVP itself to voltage profile at PCC.
Power delivered is rising the value of grid voltage. Higher voltage
makes the capacitive component of reactive power of PVP higher and
moves trajectory curve from expected second order curve to near linear
dependency.

With regards to expected impacts of model and data uncertainty on
the obtained capability chart presentation, it shall be considered that
the uncertainty to theoretical calculation is introduced by individual
characteristic data used in calculation for each element of the plant
(such as lengths, characteristic resistance, reactance, etc.). The overall
impact can be assessed in each particular case, depending on the
number and significance of the input data.

9. Conclusion

Following the above explained methodology and analysis and

Fig. 5. 11-day curve of active and reactive power of PVP Kanfanar (measure-
ments at PCC to MV grid in period from 15.2.2013. till 26.2.2013.)

Fig. 6. Overlapped calculated capability chart with measured points.

Fig. 7. Corrected power plant capability chart for inverter power factor from
cosφ=0.9995cap to cosφ=0.9995ind overlapped with measured points.
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considered assumptions, it can be concluded that capability chart
constructed in a proposed way realistically represents area of possible
operation points for multi-inverter PVP connected to MV grid.
Conclusions were drawn with regards to the influence which inverter
transition from stand-by operation into working mode regime has to the
reactive power plant output behaviour, and with regards to the influ-
ence which set power factor of inverter has to it, considering the in-
verter regulation loop. Based on the comparison with real case mea-
surements, it was necessary to propose slight modifications in the
process of constructing the theoretical capability chart, for capability
chart to encompass all realistic operation points of analysed type of
power plants.
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